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Summer music festival roundup

Exploring global identity through a Canadian lens
by Curtis Seufert
With many summer music
festivals making their inperson return this year, audiences will discover a host of
artists pulling from various
styles, and making them all
their own. Expect a whole new
sound from Canadian artists,
with international roots, such
as: Yvonne Kushe, Pantayo,
and Lache Cercel.
Kushe adds her own flair to a
mix of R&B, alternative indie,
house, EDM and more at Surrey Fusion Festival; Pantayo
brings together contemporary

Western music stylings with
Filipino kulintang music at TD
Coastal Jazz Fest, and at Vancouver Folk Fest. Lache Cercel
and his Roma jazz group will
showcase their blend of jazz,
balkan music and more.

Yvonne Kushe: opportunities
and challenges with a new
sound

Kushe has surprised herself at
the music she’s made in the last
few years. For the Ugandan-Canadian singer-songwriter, making music in Canada has given her
the chance to explore a blending
of musical and cultural worlds in
a free, curiosity-sating way.

“I’ve decided over the years to
marry the two worlds together.
So my influences here, and back
home, create a fusion of sorts to
better adapt to this place that I
live in now,” says Kushe.
Kushe hops between languages and genre influences in
her music: composing lyrics in
English, Nyankole, Luganda and
Swahili, while collaborating
with North American producers to make songs that draw on
EDM, dance, ballads, R&B and
more. She says the free flowing approach to music-making
has allowed her to stay true to
herself on both a musical and
personal level.

“I’m leaning towards the fact that
“I probably came into that
as an artist, my craft is to liberate when I moved here, because
myself constantly. To let myself go,” obviously you’re not aware of
says Kushe. “It could be unortho- your Blackness when you live in
dox in this industry: people need Africa. It’s not something that’s
to label you so that they can find weighing on you until you move
your music or relate to your mu- somewhere where you’re othsic. But as an artist myself, I think ered,” says Kushe. “And it’s such
my music is supposed to serve me a deep space to crawl into, to
first, before it serves others.”
just unpack all these things. But
However, one of the core te- I feel like that’s what I want to
nets that does moor Kushe’s express [right] now.”
musical aims, is centring Black
women’s experiences in her mu- Pantayo: engaging with
sic. It’s not something that felt history on all fronts
as necessary or essential before For Katrina Estacio, singer,
coming to Canada, but it’s prov- multi-instrumentalist and coen valuable for grounding her founder of Pantayo, navigating
See “Festivals” page 7
music in a Canadian context.
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Need the skills to find
a job? We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune your
interview techniques, learn valuable skills to succeed in
the Canadian workplace, gain insight into the job market,
access special services for skilled works – all at NO COST.
The Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS)
Society, Vancouver Branch, has been helping immigrants and
newcomers to Canada for over 14 years!
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module
Photos by Leanne Lai

rotating program, running weekly, with 16 sessions each month.
This includes basic computer orientation, with instruction on
using Word and Excel, and accessing the Internet. Workshops
are held within a culturally diverse environment, led by qualified
facilitators.

The ancient art of chigiri-e
by Elaha Amani
Taiwanese artist and pianist Leanne Lai celebrates
Japanese culture and demonstrates passion, beauty and
unwavering patience in her
Chigiri-e Paper Art: Flowers exhibit and workshop, suitable
for all ages.
“I feel chigiri-e is important to
me as it is so beautiful. Very few
people know about this unique
art form,” says Lai. “I have enjoyed so many years of doing this
art and want others to feel that
joy as well.”
Hosted by VanDusen Bloedel
and the Vancouver Botanical
Gardens Association, people of
all ages are welcome to learn
about the chigiri-e art form and
create artwork alongside Lai
on June 29. Audiences will also
be able to view Lai’s previous
works made with this technique,
specifically her serene yet dynamic displays of nature.
A long-lived traditional
art from

Chigiri-e is a traditional Japanese art form that entails using torn strips of dyed paper,
called washi, to create intricate
and seamless images. At first
glance, the artwork may resemble a watercolour or oil painting, but, upon further inspection, the fragile texture of the
paper is visible. No paint is used
in chigiri-e, only fibrous papers
and rice glue.
When following the chigiri-e
technique, the thickness, quality,
fibre content and graduation of
the dye of the washi are all taken
into consideration. While being
mindful of the depth and texture
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of the artwork, the pieces of the
washi are then carefully pasted
onto an art board. Chigiri-e is often described as ‘painting with
paper,’ for its stunning and unbelievable attention to detail.
Chigiri-e has a long history in
Japan. The use of washi to create
images dates back to the Heian
period, nearly a millennium ago,
when it was used in conjunction
with calligraphy and poetry.

“

chigiri-e art, and, for a handful
of years, she took her time understanding and perfecting the
technique.
She initially found it difficult
to share her artwork because it
seemed no one knew about chigiri-e. Despite this, she persevered.
Since then, her artwork has been
featured in not only Vancouver,
but Koahsiung, Taiwan, as well.
Her unique handmade cards can

I feel chigiri-e is important
to me as it is so beautiful.
Very few people know
about this unique art form.

Past and current E.I. recipients are always welcome.
Knowledgeable case managers are available to guide you
through the process of reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment assistance,
paid on-the-job work experience through our Wage Subsidy
program, and a one-stop Career Centre with a broad range of
job hunting resources. Funding for all programs is provided by
the Ministry of Social Development, Employment and Labour
Market Services Division.
Please call 604-324-7733, go to
www.pics.bc.ca, or visit us at
200-8161 Main St., Vancouver, to
find out how we can best help you.

Leanne Lai, artist
This practice evolved into a way
for artists to creatively depict
beauty and fragility and quickly
spread across various parts of
Asia. Today, chigiri-e is used to
create both realistic and abstract images, open to artists of
all skill levels and ages.
A multifaceted artist

Lai moved to Canada from Taiwan several years ago with extensive knowledge on piano. She
began playing the instrument
when she was ten years old,
and pursued piano and voice in
her post-secondary years. After
moving to Toronto, she was able
to obtain her ARCT and enjoyed
teaching and performing piano
for many years.
When Lai moved to Vancouver,
she worried her teaching career
would suffer due to her lack of
fluency in the English language.
The language barrier between
her and others frustrated her
at times, but, luckily, she was
able to overcome it. After some
time, Lai decided to focus on her
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be found at various local flower
shops in Vancouver, and she has
taken part in numerous festivals such as the Harmony Arts
Festival Exhibition in 2018 and
2019. In addition, her artwork is
exhibited at the Yosef Wosk Library & Resource Centre until
August of this year.
Lai has many ambitions for
the future. She hopes to improve as an artist and share her
expertise across different parts
of Vancouver. She also wishes to
teach more artists in the community about Chigiri-e through
exhibitions, festivals and workshops, such as the upcoming
one at Van Dusen.
“I sell handmade cards in local
flower shops so I will continue
to do that and find more shops
if I can,” she says. “I plan to just
keep doing my art, doing shows
where I can and teaching those
who are willing.”
For more information, please visit:
www.vandusengarden.org/
explore/events
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The non-profit labour force is in crisis
N

on-profits across this country
are at the forefront of helping
communities survive and thrive.
Non-profit workers are committed
to serving their communities and
have found innovative ways to do
this throughout the pandemic. But
we’re at a tipping point. If governments do not act to support this
labour force now, the most vulnerable in our communities will be impacted. Unlike many other sectors,
an HR crisis in the non-profit sector directly impacts essential services and affects Canadians in their
everyday lives.
As we move past year two of the
pandemic, the non-profit sector is
facing skyrocketing demands for
services, coupled with significant
drops in fundraising and the end
of government pandemic support.
Our staff are burnt out and leaving
the sector in droves. Women are
disproportionately impacted by
both the surge in demand and the
struggle to keep the doors open,
as they make up 77 per cent of the
non-profit labour force, as well
as a disproportionate number of
caregivers to the most vulnerable
in our communities.

A non-profit crisis means Canadians are losing access to crucial
services.
Already, childcare centres can’t
open spaces and are shortening
hours as they struggle to hire and
retain staff to care for our little
ones. Family counselling agencies
can’t keep up with the exponential
calls from families struggling, and
clients across multiple programs
are giving up when they hear
of wait lists of over six months.
In many places, programs like
Meals on Wheels and adult day
programs have long waitlists and
no staff to run them. Drop-in programs for people experiencing
homelessness are seeing unprecedented demand yet with rising
rents and food costs, may have to
drop hot meal programs.
All of this has a ripple effect
throughout the community, as
loss of services means increased
caregiver burden, as well as added
pressures on other already overburdened institutions that everyone relies on, such as hospitals.
According to recent results of
the Canadian Survey of Business
Conditions, 32 per cent of non-

profit sector employers believe retaining skilled staff will be an obstacle over the next three months,
while 36 per cent are concerned
about recruiting skilled staff.
It’s a job seekers’ market, but
the non-profit sector is starting
from a considerable disadvantage to fill roles and remain competitive in retaining staff. Average
salaries in community non-profits
are already 35 per cent lower
than the economy-wide average
in Canada. Additionally, thin operating budgets and inflexible
funding agreements mean many
organizations are significantly
constrained in their ability to increase wages.
This is a national crisis affecting every region in the country
and which needs the attention of
all levels of government.
Without non-profit workers,
there will be massive gaps in community support – and governments will be left to fill in services
for many people who rely daily on
non-profit support and programs.
As we’ve seen in the long-term care
and other care sectors, large forprofit chains are not the answer.

Photo courtesy of QUOI Media

Governments must act now to ensure Canadians don’t lose community services

The non-profit sector is facing
skyrocketing demands for services
across Canada.

There are solutions. Addressing the working conditions and
acute labour shortage will require
a multi-factored approach. This
means investment in non-profit
labour force strategies, modernizing antiquated funding agreements so organizations have flexible operating budgets to meet
increased demand and retain talented workers, and public policies
that enable non-profits to offer
competitive salaries and benefits
to people who are providing priority services.

Non-profit organizations and
their workers are collaborating
with their peers and governments
with a laser focus on their mission
and the people they serve. With
170,000 organizations and 2.5 million workers in Canada, the nonprofit sector is an economic driver
contributing $189 billion annually.
Supporting non-profit workers is
a critical part of rebuilding local
economies and preventing downstream costs from systemic issues
facing communities.
With the alarming rise in the
cost of living and a country still
grappling with pandemic impacts,
Canada’s non-profits and charities
will be relied upon even more. We
can’t get the work done without a
robust workforce of skilled nonprofit workers.
It’s time for political parties to
turn their policy focus and commitments to where communities
need them most.

Cathy Taylor is the Executive

Director of the Ontario Nonprofit
Network.
Source: QUOI Media
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True to Place inaugurates
largest Indigenous art exhibition
by Xi Chen

A painting by Luke Parnell
(Nisga’a/Haida) The Drums
are Sounding, will also have a
companion short animated film
documenting the process as
the artist explores new ideas of
perspective and colour through
digital sketching.
Other artists challenge their
techniques and viewers’ interpretations through unconventional forms. Steve Smith
(Kwakwaka’wakw)
wraps
his formline painting around
smooth wooden vessels.
A new work by one of the most
established and notable Indigenous artists Robert Davidson
(Haida) will also be part of the
exhibition. Davidson shares a
contemporary painting on a traditional spruce root hat.
“Robert was a close personal
friend with Bill Reid. Robert
and Bill worked alongside each
other for so many years; they
were both at the forefront of rethinking what formline design
is and they have been such an
influence on so many younger
artists through the years. Having both established and emerging artists in the show is very
important to us. Mentorship is
a huge part of what the gallery
does,” says Beth Carter, Curator
at the Bill Reid gallery.
A series of side events will also
be in place to support and deepen
visitors’ understanding of the exhibition, such as exhibition tours,
artist talks, painting workshops
and a panel discussion.

Photo courtesy of Bill Reid Gallery

Curator and artist Xémontalót
Carrielynn Victor.

and new tools and so we’re really celebrating that in the Northwest coast artistic realm.”
A portal of ochre hues

The curator explains that the exhibition is set up to allow guests
to walk through a portal to see
the artworks. Some of the works
also have references to portals.
Ochre, an earthy pigment, is
also used in a spectrum of val-

The Drums Are Calling by Luke Parnell, 2021. Acrylic on canvas.

ues to show the Indigenous connection to place.
“There’s a lot of stories to tell
within that pigment itself. As we
walk through the show, you’ll
see the colour again and again.
Each artist might have subtle
differences but there’s also a
lot of similarities that are unified within the larger theme,”
Victor adds.
A variety of artists
and mediums

The Artists featured in the exhibition are Atheana Picha,
Corey Bulpitt, Crystal Worl,
Eliot White-Hill, Luke Parnell,
Ocean Hyland, Robert Davidson,
Shawn Hunt, Steve Smith, and
Thomas Jones.
They incorporate a diverse
range of mediums including
canvas, wood, paper, sculptural
forms, traditional basketry, as
well as digital creations.
Eliot White-Hill (Snuneymuxw) will premiere a new
work – a large figurative painting, which centres on Snuneymuxw stories. Using ancient
Trickster narratives, the artwork explores the transformation and multiple dimensions
within one plane of existence, in
reference to a universal understanding of connection to home
and place.
Two paintings of sturgeon by
young artist Atheana Pica will
also be on display at the exhibition. Sturgeon is a culturally
significant fish that holds an important place in Indigenous stories and their oral history.

“I want to talk about healing and healing spending
time with elders and honouring the elders,” Pica explains
her artworks.
Some artists at the exhibition embrace innovative processes of creation, such as
digital media.
In a live spray paint work that
was recorded, Haida artist Corey Bulpitt showcases his signature style that combines urban
street graffiti and contemporary issues with Haida storytelling. The recorded art-making process will be displayed
alongside the finished work.

Photo courtesy of Bill Reid Gallery

Curated by artist and muralist Xémontalót Carrielynn Victor (Stó:lō), the exhibition’s
primary title is True to Place,
with a subtitle stímetstexw tel
xéltel, which means “keeping
the pencil moving forward” in
Halq’emeylemqel dialect.
“The use of the word place is
referencing where the artists
are from and where the artists
know best. Place-based story
is something that I carry in my
own artistic practice and believe is an important part of
oral history,” says Victor.
Born and raised in S’olh Temexw, Victor’s work revolves
around the protection, preservation, and conservation of culture and the landscape.
She adds that the subtitle complements the exhibition’s main
theme of moving forward from
a place of history and tradition.
“We’ve included digital pencil drawings. We are featuring
painters who use new colours

Photo courtesy of Bill Reid Gallery

A group of 10 emerging and
established Northwest Coast
Indigenous artists will exhibit their works encompassing
a variety of styles and techniques at the Bill Reid Gallery
of Northwest Coast Art from
June 15, 2022 to March 19, 2023.

A Time for Love, by Steve Smith, 2021.

For more information, please visit:
www.billreidgallery.ca
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Famous Last Words
Poetry Slam: wit and word
by Alexandra

Bradford-Patterson

Poetry and comedy are expertly blended in Simon Fraser University’s (SFU) Famous
Last Words, where contestants push each other to their
creative limits in a series of
games designed to test artistic
and comedic merit.
On June 22 at Pyatt Hall at the
VSO School of Music, Famous
Last Words brings together a
well-known, much loved group
of writers, actors and comedians
in an evening of hilarity as each
competitor faces off in this poetic ‘throw down.’
The cast

“

I think the event
is for people who
aren’t familiar
with poetry to
kind of offer them
a door into the
world of poetry...
Isabella Wang, writer

The Famous Last Words team
recognizes the value that poetry
has in the world, especially spoken poetry, and the toll that the
pandemic has taken on it. The
event serves as a break from the
real world where spectators are
able to enjoy and appreciate art.
“During the pandemic, people
weren’t seeing each other much,
and now there’s a lot of heaviness
in the world and we are trying to
lift everybody up,” Wang adds.
The writer provided a sneak
peak of what to expect. Participants have been asked to bring
any object of their choice and
present it as a poem. The winner will then be given all the
other competitors objects to
take home. Without giving any-

Photo courtesy of Isabella Wang

The night promises to be a
memorable one with A-list contestants which includes Dina
Del Bucchia, best known for her
short story collection Don’t Tell
Me What to Do, Catherine Garrett, reporter and anchor for
980 CKNW, Fernando Raguero,
poet and regular of Vancouver’s poetry slam scene, and
RC Weslowski, himself a Poetry
Slam Champion and Canadian
Spoken Word Artist. Rounding
up the six member cast is Isabella Wang, Poet, SFU undergrad and one of the brains behind the production.
Master of Ceremonies, Sara
Bynoe, actor, producer and writer, who is best known as an actor
in The Sandbox and for penning
This is High School, will conduct
and judge a variety of games and
literary feats in an effort to decide who gets the ‘Last Word.’
The games will include up to
six rounds where contestants
are given the opportunity to
showcase their talents. The combination of comedy and poetry

ensure that the event achieved
its goals.
“I think the event is for people
who aren’t familiar with poetry
to kind of offer them a door into
the world of poetry, in a way
that’s more accessible, that’s not
just focused on words and language, but focused on the community aspect, where its just
friends gathered unafraid to
make fun of ourselves, and really
having fun,” she says.

Poet Isabella Wang is one of the brains behind Famous Last Words.

will allow participants to take a
unique approach to the art and
to entertain as well as educate
their audience. The emphasis
that Famous Last Words puts on
humour adds an element that
allows the event to flourish in a
way that is truly different from
traditional poetry readings.
A door into the world
of poetry

Isabella Wang, a Chinese-Canadian writer and editor, explains
the value and importance of famous last words and the preparation which was required to

thing away, Wang plans to use
this twist to her advantage and
her object may or may not be
highly desirable to take home.
But to find out more, and to witness games involving balancing
balloons, puppets and plague
doctor masks, you will have to
attend.
Famous Last Words will take
place on June 22, 2022 from 7:00 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m. at the Pyatt Hall at
the VSO School Of Music.

For more information please visit
http://events.sfu.ca/event/29462famous-last-words
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Recipe by Ben Kiely

Mussels steamed in cider
with devon cream and thyme
The flavour combination of cider with the mussels for me is a
perfect one.
The west coast of Canada has
some amazing apple orchards
that produce a very unique
tasting cider that is being used
more in restaurants all over
B.C. so please give this a try.
Ingredients

• 1 kg mussels, debearded
and scrubbed clean
• 1 clove garlic, finely sliced
• 2 tbsp of finely chopped shallots or onion
• 2 tbsp of diced apple
• 2 tbsp of diced celery
• 150 mL cider
• 2 tbsp Devon cream
• 3 sprigs of fresh thyme
• 1 small bunch fresh flat-leaf
parsley, roughly chopped
Method

1. Take a medium size pot that

has a lid to fit and place it on
a medium to high heat add
the mussels to the hot pot
with the garlic, apples, celery, thyme and cider. Cover
with a lid and leave to steam
for 3 to 4 minutes, or until
the mussels have opened and
are soft, juicy and delicious.
Shake the pan occasionally.
2. When all of the mussels
have opened, they’re ready.
Transfer them to a large
platter, leaving the juices
behind in the pot. If any of
the mussels have remained
closed, throw those away,
they’re no good.
3. Stir the Devon cream into
the pan then let it come to
the boil and bubble away
for a couple of minutes. Add
parsley and give the pan a
jiggle then pour the sauce
over your mussels and enjoy
with crusty bread.

Rain or shine, mussels never fail to delight taste buds.

Place your
ad in The
Source
newspaper
or on our
website
info@thelasource.com
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Terremoto discusses Latinx history by revisiting
a child’s memory of protection and community

“I think community care can
help people through tragedy and
disaster, and is especially relevant right now that we are experiencing pandemics and climate
change disasters,” says Castillo
who is currently living in Edmonton (AB) and exhibiting her
show in Vancouver. “However, I
think North America operates
on a really individualistic level.”
In Terremoto, the artist investigates how specific moments in
time overlap narratives of community care. Based on archival
materials, video recordings,
and her own memories of living through the magnitude 7.5
earthquake in El Salvador’s capital, San Salvador, in 1986.
Castillo analyzes this defining
moment in a decade of civil war,
and fractured political and cultural landscapes.
Her show, curated by Vanessa
Kwan for grunt gallery, consists
“Festivals” from page 1

a blend of R&B, pop and even
rock music, and combining it
with gong-based filipino kulintang music – whose musical history goes back at least
hundreds of years – is a worthwhile cultural challenge for her
band, Pantayo.
The group’s ear-catching
sound has been an exciting
thing to develop over time. But
being Filipino-Canadian, a musical and cultural relationship
with Western influence comes
with navigating some challenging historical baggage.
“I think that curiosity [for kulintang music] has fueled us to
where we are now. But then we
are like, ‘Oh, but we grew up
with pop music on the radio,’ because of the effects of imperialist U.S. And those ties are still
pretty much alive right now,”
says Estacio.
But both musical worlds are
an important piece of Estacio’s
hyphenated identity, and the
group has been able to find joy,
and meaning, in embracing their
combination.
“As hyphenated people, both
Filipino and Canadian, from
Manila and Toronto, it’s these
in-betweens that we’re trying
to reconcile, and just live and

“

share as versions of their stories,
confronted by news articles and
official records.
Only having heard fragments of the event up until the
starting point of Terremoto,
Castillo found an opportunity to sit down and review
with her loved ones personal

feeling cared for by them as I
did in El Salvador. I experienced
war as a child but the impact
was way less traumatic because of the community of care
around me. I specifically included Spanish translations in
the exhibition because I wanted
the work to be accessible to Sal-

“The hammock is very
womb-like in the way it envelops a person and relates to
the feeling of how I felt protected as a child in the midst
of disaster and war”, the artist
explains, reaffirming the importance of creating work that
relates to an artist’s commu-

I experienced war as a child but the impact was way less

traumatic because of the community of care around me.
Michelle Campos Castillo, visual artist
intakes on a catastrophe that
was felt collectively.
Surprised by so much that was
left unknown, like when her sister (who was 12 at the time) had
to walk home for 4 hours from
school since public transit was
suspended, or by certain sensory memories like the kinds
of sounds you hear when the
ground breaks, the artist agrees
that such an intense search
within memory brought her a
sense of community that had
been long lost.
“At least in Edmonton, I never
grew up knowing neighbors or

ample of times my community
in El Salvador made me feel safe
despite troubled circumstances,
mostly living through a civil
war,” she affirms.
Fragments of memory:
what remains when
the body remembers

Although acknowledging that
her version of what happened in
1986 is very idealized because
she was a small child that people
worked hard to protect, Terremoto allowed Castillo to explore
through an artistic experiment
what family members would

vadoran communities, and the
many other people from Central and South America who can
relate to these experiences as
well,” Castillo says.

nity, in the hopes that the community can be seen reflected
in the work.
“Ultimately it’s only one story
from one immigrant and refugee,” she says. “So many immigrants were displaced and didn’t
have a choice but to leave our
homelands. Our countries were
beautiful and full of culture prior
to outside, mostly U.S., intervention. There’s a lot to celebrate
and a lot to miss.”

Community womb and
the feeling of being safe

As the show’s synopsis suggests,
the woven hammock – a Salvadoran staple – became a place of
refuge for Castillo and her sisters, as they slept outside to avoid
the danger of crumbling architecture. In the show, this metaphor
for survival is intertwined with
Terremoto’s symbolic statements.

Terremoto runs July 9–Aug. 13,
2022. For more information visit:
www.grunt.ca

ease together where we fit in the
world,” says Estacio. “[We can]
make it into something that’s
a message, we can formulate
it into a song, and then there’s
something meaningful out of it.”
The all-women group has been
grateful to learn more about
kulintang music as they’ve acquired more opportunities. Estacio says that the guidance the
Photo by Emma McIntyre

grunt gallery presents a new
exhibition by Salvadoran visual
artist Michelle Campos Castillo
questioning what can feel like
community care when a child
lives through civil war and fractured political landscapes.

of site-specific wall pieces, installation, audio + video media
works, and a publication that are
used to question the nuanced
lines of memory and history in
times of care and crisis.
“My interest was largely because I lived it, and the aftermath of that event was an ex-

Pantayo.

Yvonne Kushe.

Photo by Caleigh Mayer

by Rafael Zen

group has found from culturebearers has been encouraging,
and allowed them to chart a
course that embraces music and
culture from both the Philippines and the West.
“They were encouraging us to
keep learning more about the
history, and how to make our-

selves more proficient in playing
kulintang, but also nourishing
our own knowledge about the
land where [we are] right now…
from the music and the culture,”
says Estacio.
Lache Cercel: igniting unity
through Roma Jazz

Cercel is looking to draw greater attention to musical forms
he says are under-studied and
under-appreciated. He notes
jazz manouche, an arpeggiating,
guitar-led style that draws on
the music of Django Reinhardt,

while popular in itself, is only
one iteration in a richer history
of Roma music.
With roots in Rajasthan,
and ties to flamenco rhythm,
klezmer music and much more,
it’s a history Cercel and his
band hope to shed a light on via
their own iteration of the sound:
Roma Jazz.
“This genre of music was neglected. It’s similar to Black
American music. They have huge
similarities that people don’t
really know about,” says Cercel.
“We take the roots of Roma [mu-

sic], and we adapt Western musicology to get this form.”
It’s a genre that comes from
Cercel’s own movement, from his
home country of Romania to Canada. He says he was inspired by
how much people in Canada appeared to enjoy folk music from
other places in the world, like the
Balkans, and how much musical
and cultural mixing and experimentation was encouraged.
“When you’re in Canada, everybody tries to bring their
best knowledge of what they
have [to] create something new,”
says Cercel.
In that way, Cercel encourages
a spirit of unity and cultural understanding, and hopes the music his band creates can serve as
a reflection for the kind of world
they want to see.
“Our meaning and our hope
is to bring praise and harmony
to the world,” says Cercel. “By
collaborating and creating this
Canadian sound, we have a very
positive impact in society.”

For more information visit:
www.facebook.com/KusheMusic
www.facebook.com/Pantayo
www.facebook.com/pages/
category/Album/LacheCercel-and-Roma-SwingEnsamble-215110825217952
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Abbas Akhavan: cast for a folly
June 3–August 28
www.cagvancouver.org

Often open-ended, ephemeral or
mimetic in nature, visual artist
Abbas Akhavan’s works frequently traffic in slippages and transferences – between public and
private, presence and absence,
structural and symbolic. At the
Contemporary Art Gallery, Akhavan is presenting cast for a folly, an
installation that takes as its point
of departure a photograph of the
Iraq Museum in Baghdad: an image of the museum’s lobby taken
following its unprecedented looting during the 2003 invasion of
Iraq. Through sculpture, customfabricated furniture and found objects, amongst other forms, Akhavan recreates this scene in the
gallery from the single vantage
point of his source image.

***

Summer Repertory Festival
June 15–July 2
www.ensembletheatrecompany.ca
The Ensemble Theatre Company
is hosting the Summer Repertory
Festival at Waterfront Theatre on
Granville Island, from now until
July 2. Ensemble’s Festival Pass
affords access to the company’s
two productions Pass Over and
Marjorie Prime, as well as their
Sunday readings: These Things
Happen in All Our Harlem’s, and
The Life and Times of MULTIVAC, and film screenings of Do
The Right Thing (1989), and her
(2013). Check out their website
for tickets and show information.

***

UBC Opera: Rusalka
June 23–26
www.chancentre.com

Romantic, ethereal, and hauntingly beautiful, Dvořák’s dramatic music soars with melody,
romance, and longing. Rusalka is
not only Dvořák’s finest and most
enduringly popular opera but also
one of the most deeply moving
operas of all. One need only hear
Rusalka’s renowned “Song to the
Moon” to understand the depth
and beauty of her eponymous op-

Scandinavian Midsummer
Festival 2022
June 25–26
scandinavianmidsummerfestival.com

Photo courtesy of Chan Centre

The 2022 summer season has
started, and it’s setting up to be
a hot and sunny one - hopefully
not as hot as last summer though!
Below are a few of the activities
happening around the city, there
are a lot more you can do this
summer. Celebrate Canada Day in
any of the cities and towns across
the province! Enjoy nature by going hiking, swimming, camping
or travelling!

Rusalka, the tragic songs of a mermaid.

era! Rusalka tells the story of The
Little Mermaid (as seen in Slavic
mythology) who gives her voice
to a wicked witch for a chance at
love with a mortal Prince. Unfortunately for Rusalka, the similarities to Disney’s iconic adaptation
end there: Rusalka’s tale is rife
with woe. Her desperate longing
to experience true love plunges
her into an emotional storm, until
she must choose whether or not
to make the ultimate sacrifice for
love. While tragic, Rusalka nonetheless reminds all who experience the opera of the power and
joy of love.

***

Vancouver International
Jazz Festival
June 24–July 3
www.coastaljazz.ca

The Vancouver International Jazz
Festival will celebrate its 36th edition this summer, presenting the
full-scale festival since before the
pandemic. The 2022 Festival will
feature over 60 free shows and
includes performances by British Columbia’s plethora of talented artists. For a complete list
of events and more information,
check out the festival’s website.

***

Popcappella II
June 25, 5 & 8 p.m.
www.chorleoni.org

Chor Leoni Men’s Choir celebrates the summer in style with
Popcappella II, on stage at St.
Andrew’s-Wesley United on June
25 at 5pm and 8pm. A hotly anticipated fan favourite for audiences of all ages, Popcappella II
will have audiences grooving in
their seats to a soundbook of pop
legends, including The Weeknd,
Stevie Wonder, Jimmy Cliff, A-ha,
Caribou, Tegan and Sara and Indigo Girls. Program highlights
include an original work off of
Jodi Proznick’s JUNO-nominated
album Sun Songs and an arrangement of Caribou’s song “Sister”
by Canadian composer, MarieClaire Saindon. Check out the
Chor Leoni’s website for more
information.

Thousands of people visit the Scandinavian Community Centre every
year to celebrate the traditions and
festivities of the Scandinavian Midsummer. In June 2022, after a two
year absence due to the pandemic,
it will be the 25th time a Midsummer Festival will be arranged, with
a weekend of fun-filled activities,
living history and non-stop entertainment for the whole family. For
more information, check out the
festival’s website.

***

Greek Day on Broadway
June 26
www.greekheritagemonth.com

Greek Day on Broadway is the
largest one-day Greek festival in
Vancouver, which aims to share
the rich Greek culture that spans
2500 years of history, including
over 100 years of social and cultural contributions to the City of
Vancouver. A five block stretch on
Broadway is closed off to traffic
to make room for a world of delicious Greek food and drink, market vendors, entertainment and
live music offering a laid back, yet
lively Greek atmosphere.

***

Golden Spike Days Festival
June 30–July 3
www.goldenspike.ca
The Golden Spike Days Festival
is one of the oldest and longest
running family events in B.C.
The festival is held at Rocky
Point Park around Canada Day,
attracting upwards of 40,000
people of all walks of life with
live entertainment, special
events and activities for all ages.
The event commemorates the
construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway line and its arrival at the original western terminus in Port Moody, where the
last spike was driven. For event
details, please visit the website.

***

Theatre Under the Stars
July 2–August 27
www.tuts.ca

So much more than just a night
at the theatre, Theatre Under the
Stars (TUTS) interweaves a kaleidoscope of elements – setting,
scenery, concessions and quality
art - into a fun, encompassing experience much greater than the
sum of its parts. This summer,
TUTS will be performing Something Rotten! and We Will Rock
You. Featuring show-stopping
song and dance, a wacky cast of

characters and gut-busting comedy, Something Rotten! is a love
letter to the sequined, splashy
and spectacular form called the
musical. Blending the excitement of a musical with the electricity of a concert, We Will Rock
You is a high-octane feast for the
senses and a triumphant tribute to one of the greatest bands
of all time: Queen. For tickets
and more information, visit the
theatre’s website.

***

ISF2022 Inner / Outer Climates
July 7–16
www.indiansummerfest.ca

ISF2022 Inner / Outer Climates
brings you some of the world’s
most powerful thinkers on climate change and social justice,
a 2022 Grammy Award-winning
musician, a boundary-pushing
dance performance, a sciencemeets-art experience that brings
you music from mushrooms,
doctors and healers forging new
pathways in the complex art of
healing, award-winning filmmakers, sitar maestros, tabla wizards, brass bands, human-animal
hip hop collaborations, outdoor
art installations, Indigenous
and South Asian DJs reclaiming
their languages while making
new ones. There will be food for
thought and for the stomach, celebration and provocation.

